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UCF O-Team accepting applications
to welcome freshmen -SEE NEWS,A3
www.UCFNews.com

CHECK OUT
THESE ONLINE
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UCF joins national study

EXCLUSIVES U.S. begins largest kid's health study
SHAUN BEVAN
Staff Writer

Go to www.UCFNews.com to read
exdusive articles about best-selling

author Michael Grunwald speaking at
UCF, a discussion forum with four
Fraternity and Sorority councils and the
Orlando Philharmonic Orchestra.

j
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The study hopes to pinpoint the causes of certain diseases such as autism, obesity,
heart disease, asthma, dia.,.
betes and learning disabilities,
amqng others.
Professor and Associate
Dean Dr. Thomas Wan, from
the College of Health and
Public Affairs, said this is a
great milestone for the university and is just the beginning
for
innovative
medical

PLEASE SEE
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Student
shot
near

Speed kills

Finance
>

UCF will be collaborating
with the University of Miami,
other state universities and
local organizations in an
unprecedented $54 million
study of the environmental
and genetic effects on children's health.
As part of Orange County,
UCF will receive $15 million to

participate in the National
Children's Study, a $3.2 billion
campaign that will follow
100,000 children nationwide
from conception to the age of
21 in order to determine the
causes of certain childhood illnesses. Florida will account
for a collective of 3,000 children from Orange, Hillsborough and Miami-Dade County and 600 children from
Baker County.

research.
"As a university, our primary strengths
are in applied social
science research,"
Wan said. "Because
in the study of epidemiology and disease
manifestation, there are
more than just environmental pollution: There are
family relations and community attributes that may

EXTRAVAGANCE
RULES THIS

HOLIDAY

Neiman Marcus unveiled its Christmas
Book this week and made surprisingly
few concessions to the financial crisis.You
can be the first on your block to own a
limited-edition BMW sedan,a backyard
golf course designed by Jack Nicklaus or
a collection of every top 100 record from

campus
Valencia student
entered wrong apt.

1955 to 1990.

MARK SCHAUB
Staff Writer
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Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
>

phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

INFO SESSION TUESDAY
ABOUT INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES IN D.C.
-,.

Danielle Mahan of The Washington
Center will hold an infonnational
session about internships in
Washington, D.C., on Tuesday from
noon to 2 p.m. in Business
Administration Room 220.
JEFFREY M. BOAN / ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOCAL& STATE, A2

MORE YOUNG CRANES
PR.EPARING TO LEAVE
REFUGE FOR FLORIDA
Another group of whooping cranes is
set to follow an ultralight from
Wisconsin to Florida this week.
Fourteen young cranes are scheduled
to take off Friday from the Necedah
National Wildlife Refuge, barring
inclement weather.

The UCF Football team didn't catch any breaks in Saturday's 20-14 loss to the Miami Hurricanes, and defenders Sha'reff Rashad, airbom, and Jason Venson couldn't catch Miami
running back Lee Chambers on this play. Chambers finished with 31 rushing yards on 4carries. For a full recap and breakdown of the game, see the sports section on A11.

dampened by rain
StaffWriter

)

NOBERT WEAKENS
TO TROPICAL STORM
AFTER HITTING MEXICO
The U.S. National Hurricane Center said
that Nobert weakened to a Tropical
Stonn after it barreled into the
Mexican mainland early Sunday after
tearing off roofs and forcing people to
flee widespread flooding.
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PLEASE SEE SHOOTER ON

Jewish holiday not.
JONATHAN HOHENSEE

NATION & WORLD, A4

A 24-year-old man was
shot Wednesday night when
he accidentally stumbled
into his iieighoor's Fox Hunt
apartment
near
UCF
campus, mistaking it for his
own.
Jeff Conway, a Valencia
student, was shot in the
stomach and the arm by 61year-old Berty De Guzman,
the Orange County Sheriff's
Office
said.
Officers
responded to the scence after
De Guzman called 911 reporting what he thought was a
burglary.
Conway is in stable condition at Orlando Health, formerly Orlando Regional
Medical Center, according to
the Orlando SentineL
According to the police
report, deputies said Conway
had been drinking when he
entered De Guzman's apartment, thinking it was his
own. When deputies found

Central Florida Hillel
hosted services for the Jewish High Holiday Yorn Kippur, on Thursday inside of
the Pegasus Ballroom at the
Student Union.
An estimated 150 people
attended the event, despite
the downpour of rain
throughout the day.
Yorn Kippur is the Jewish
Day of Atonement, in which
those who choose to observe
the holiday spend 25 hours in
mediation and prayer in
order to obtain forgiveness
for their sins.
During that 25-hour period, those who observe Yorn
Kippur abstain from both
food and drink.
"Yorn Kippur is the day of
atonement, where we apologize to everyone for everything bad we did to them

40 spots,

YOMKIPPUR
Yorn Kippur is probably
the most important
holiday of the Jewish year. Many Jews
who do not observe any other Jewish
custom will refrain from work, fast
and/or attend synagogue services on
this day. Yorn Kippur occurs on the
10th day oflishri.The holiday is
instiMed at Leviticus 23:26 et seq.
The name "Yorn Kippur'' means
"Day of Atonement,"and that pretty
much explains what the holiday is. It
is a day set aside to"afflict the soul,"
to atone for the sins of the past year.
- JUDAISM 101

throughout the year, and we
forgive anyone who's done
anything against us, and it's
kind of a way to start fresh
and start new," said Gabby
PLEASE SEE
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3,544 applicants
Med school's first competitive class
VIRGINIA KIDDY
Contributing Writer

Katherine Ferstadt got a
phone call from the UCF
College of Medicine informing her that she had been
accepted to the charter class
of 40 students enrolling next
fall
"I ran into a friend of
mine as soon as I hung up,"
Ferstadt said "So I told her,
and we screamed together.
Then I called my mom, of
course."

On Sept. 29, she received
her official acceptance letter
in the mail
Ferstadt, a 21-year-old
Molecular Biology and
Microbiology major, was an
Early Decision applicant,
meaning that she must
attend the college. Ferstadt
said she only applied to one
medical school
"I basically lmew where I
wanted to go, and I didn't
want to waste my time filling
out papers to schools I didn't
want to go to," Ferstadt said

"My plan was to go to UCF,

period."
On the same day, Jessica
Goldonowicz, also a Molecular Biology and Microbiology major, sent her application to the UCF College of
Medicine and is joining the
large number of students
applying.
As of the morning of Sept.
29, the number of applications received totaled 3,544,
making the acceptance rate
PLEASE SEE

MED ON A10
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF commwuty

D.C. internships available
Danielle Mahan of The
Washington Center will hold
an information session about
internships in Washington,
D.C., on Tuesday in Business
Administration Room 220 from
noon to 2 p.m.
The internships are open to
all degree-seeking undergraduate and graduate students
For more information, contact Ulla Isaac at 407-823-2667
or e-mail uisaac@mail.ucf.edu.

Get Cliff Notes of drinking
Get caught up on the affects
of alcohol use ·and its affect on
your stress level with The Cliff
Notes on Drinking at · the
· Recreation and Wellness Center Classroom from noon to 1
p.m. on Tuesday.

Film explores relationships
From 8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. on
Tuesday in Room 224 at the
Student Union, Multicultural
Academic & Support Services
will ·present the film What
Black Men Think, an examination of the role that myths and
stereotypes have played in decimation of modern era black
relationships.
, For more information, contact Wayne Jackson at 407-823~716
or
e-mail
~ackson@mail.uc£edu.
I
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Voun9 whooping cranes gearin_g up
fortnp to Florida from Wisconsin
' MADISON, WIS. -Another
group of whooping cranes is
set to follow an ultralight from
W°IBconsin to Florida this week
Fourteen young cranes are
1
scheduled to take off Friday
ti-om the Necedah National
Wildlife
Refuge,
barring
inclement weather. Ultralight
pilots there have been leading
the impressionable birds on
longer and longer training
flights.
. They'll head to wildlife
(efuges on Florida's Gulf Coast,
passing through illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and
Georgia
' The project is part of the
Whooping Crane Eastern Partnership's efforts to reintroduce
a migratory flock of whooping
cranes to the eastern United
States.
This will be the partnership's eighth ultralight-led
migration.

Environmental a~ency planning
$600 million for river repair
JACKSONVILLE The
head of Florida's environmental agency announced a plan for
PLEASE SEE
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Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
mlumnist and not necessarily those of the edltorial staff
or the University admlnistiation. All content is property of
the Central Florida Futureand may not be reprinted in part
or in whole without permis~on from the publisher.
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Project volunteers learn about oral history methods as part of the,-lilfUIJU

Rico exhibit. The exhibit will document stories of Puerto Ricans

Variety Editor
WhitneyHamrick x214

additional oral history reviewers in order to
be able to include as many interviews as
possible."
The extensive project is being funded by
the Florida Humanities Council as part of
the National Endowment for the Humanities Initiative on Florida and the Caribbean.
At the same time, the location of the exhibit in the spring is being supplied by the Hart
Memorial Central Library in Kissimmee
and the Wmter Park Public Library.
UCF's Center for Research and Education in Arts Technology, and Entertainment
( CREATE) has also supplied a centrally
located office in downtown Orlando for the
research project.
The project has a lot ahead of it before
its opening, however.
'We see this project as a beginning,"
Underberg said. "The fmal product will
hopefully be educational and inspirational
to Puerto Ricans and non-Puerto Ricans in
Central Florida
"The project will outline a history that is
largely undocumented and use oral histories and digital stories to personalize that
history," Underberg continued. 'We
have chosen to focus on decades that. ·
actually precede the period in which
the Puerto Rican population in
Central Florida has grown most
dramatically in order to
explore and describe a history that would most likely
otherwise. be lost forever.
'We hope that
others will pick up
this. work and
continue to
expand
Underberg
said
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In the Oct. 10 issue, the article
titled "Ground game the focus of
both squads,, incorrectly attributed a statement to Cory Hogue. .
Corey Rabazinski is the correct
source ofthe following statement:
"I think [a win] would be a
huge boost o the program, especially our season right now. I think
if we can win this game, we can
maybeget on a roll like we did last
season and kind of keep the
momentum going.from last week.,,

•
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UCF researchers create exlubit
of history from 1940s to '80s.

Central Florida has a very proud history
and a vast collection of ethnic groups that
helped to make the area the place that it is.
Yet one culture is getting recognition for its
contribution by UCF researchers - the
Puerto Ricans of Central Florida
Patricia Silver and Natalie Underberg of
UCF's Digital Ethnography Lab are taking
on a project to document the stories of
those Puerto Ricans who lived in the Central Florida area from the 1940s to the 1980s.
The pair plans to create an exhibit to be displayed in the spring during the months of
March and April
·
The idea for creating the exhibit came
about through ordinary research, Underberg said
"The idea for the project emerged from
chance meetings with Puerto Ricans who
were born in Central Florida in the 1940s
and archival research that began to suggest
that the history of Puerto Ricans in Central
Florida goes further back than we know,"
Underberg said
"Also," Underberg continued, "the experiences of having conducted a National
Endowment for the Humanities survey of
Central Florida folk life and a oral history
project that resulted in an interactive Web
~ite ah<?ut East Mims, inspired us to bring
together an oral history, public programming and digital media approach."
The project's focus on Puerto Ricans is
only the first step of a huge network ofprojects that will focus on the histories of other ·
ethnic groups.
"Hispanics are a tremendously diverse
group of people and each national cultural
affiliation has emerged from a distinct history," Underberg said 'We would hope that
this project will lay the foundations for
other projects that trace these histories as
well as those of other ethnic groups in Central Florida
"Puerto Ricans are the largest group of
Hispanics in the Central Florida area, and
so that is where we have begun,'' Underberg
said
Having an interest in folk history and
cultures doesn't hurt Silver worked as an
anthropologist in Puerto Rico and then
moved to Orlando. She became heavily
interested in the diverse culture here and
learning more about Puerto Rican culture
in Central Florida just seemed second
nature to her.
Underberg is. a digital media scholar
who has studied the cultures of Central
Florida extensively. She uses digital media
as an interactive way to present culture and
narratives.
In order to collect information, the project has set up a telephone line and an e-mail
address that can be used to call in·or send in
information that could help in the research.
Anyone of Puerto Rican descent who lived
in Central Florida between the '40s and '80s
who would like to be interviewed can call
407-235-3601 or send an e-mail to prcthistory@mailuc£edu.
So far the turnout of contributions has
been positive.
"The response has been very positive," Underberg said 'We have had
calls and e-mails from dozens of
people and have now ·trained

•
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Tuesday

High:85°

Today: A60 percent chance of showers. ·
East-northeast wind at 21 mph with a
maximum humidity of 72 percent
Tonight: Thunderstorms in the early
evening with winds from east-northeast at 18 mph.

MOSTLY SUNNY

Low:·10°

Wednesday

High:85°

MOSTLY SUNNY

Low:70°
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One free copy of the Central Florida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional copies
may be purchased from our office with prior
approval for $1each. Newspaper theft isa aime.
Violators may be subject to civil and criminal
proseartion and/or University discipline.
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Are you interested in an exciting career?
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Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?
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50C Hot Dogs, 50C Soft DrinkS
& 50C Beer!
Promotions Good Dav & Night!
<Free AdlDiSsion All Performances)
This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Perfonnance)

Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives • Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include· • $900 in textbooks reimbursement

•

..
•

· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

• Special scholarship programs exist for ·Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

•
•
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Invisible Children
shows new GO film
RACHEL WILSON

ing their way back home. They
are so much dependent on the
aid so they want to stick around
In support of trying to get the area"
the word out about life in northInvisible Children has come
ern Uganda. UCF's UKnighted up with different projects and
for Invisible Children held a programs to raise money for
screening on Saturday of 'the those in need One of the
newest documentary by Invisi- biggest and most successful
ble Children. Inc., titled Go.
programs is Schools for
It all started when three Schools. High schools and uniboys from southern California versities can participate in raistraveled to Africa in search for a ing money for certain schools
story. What they found was in the north.
tragedy. Children were being
The film, GO, was screened
used as soldiers and for them, it on Saturday at UCE It's Invisiwas either kill or be killed.
ble Children's newest docuThe California boys discov- mentary. It followed the winered children being abducted ning students of last years'
by a rebel army. The children of Schools for Schools program
northern Uganda had to leave on their free trip to northern
their homes and commute Uganda It shows where the
alone to bus stations at night in money they raised has gone
order to escape being abducted. and allows them to meet with
The original documentary students in the area who have
the boys made is titled Invisible personally been displaced or in
Children: Rough Cut This docu- close contact with abduction.
mentary is a powerful depic''The film is about a group of
tion of the lives that have been roughly 12 students who won
affected by this 20-year-long the competition of Schools for
war.
Schools fundraising over the
After showing the docu- year of2007, the spring of2007,"
mentary to a few friends and said founder and head ofUCFs
family; it soon became a major UKnighted for Invisible Chilissue. The film began screening dren Josh Freeman. ''They folin high schools and colleges · lowed them throughout Africa
around the world There was in the summer of 2007. It helps
also coverage of Invisible Chil- you get an understanding of
dren on CNN and Oprah.
· what it was like and why they
Once the word spread about were so passionately fundraisthese child soldiers, people ing for this organization.
· "They get to witness some
started getting involved. Since
the rough cut had been filmed of the construction of new
and people began to extend schools and they get to meet a
their helping hands, night com- lot of the students and families
muting for the children in that were directly benefited
northern Uganda has ended. from the money they raised."
However, there are still other
GO mainly follows three of
issues Invisible Children the winning students and their
became concerned with. ·
fellow northern Ugandan
Citizens ofnorthern Uganda friends that they made when
were forced out of their homes they first arrived to Africa Each
and placed in Internally Dis- had their own story and each
placed Persons camps. Condi- , was just as powerful and emotions here are less than satisfac- tional as the next.
tory; and people were still dying.
Silence overtook the room
Originally, there were about during the screening and after18 million northern Ugandans ward almost everyone was
that were moved into the speechless.
camps, and now there's about a
The deep south roadies
million. said Bethany Bylsna, an from Invisible Children were in
Invisible Children roadie.
attendance of the event. They
"The word is that they've had a merchandise table and
left, but they're kind of one foot were available for any quesin and one foot out because tions anyone had for them.
they haven't completely been There were also two executives
able to go home," Bylsna said from UCF's Uknighted for
"They've moved out of the Invisible Children club there to
camp that they've been in for a inform everyone about the
decade, but they're slowly talc- club.
Contributing Writer
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0-Team

g a long process

JUSTIN SANAK
Contributing Writer

UCF Orientation Services is accepting applications for 2009 student orientation leaders, also
known as the o.:ream.
The application consists
of a personal information
section. two letters of recommendation, a resume
and three essays to show
the applicant's character.
Once they have submitted the application, all
applicants sign up for an
initial group interview.
From the applications- and
interview, Orientation Services will select students to
continue on -to individual
interviews.
The selection process
continues through October
and November, and the
2009 O-Team will be
announced on Dec. 1.
By joining the O-Te;un,
students would be committing a great deal of their
time. Being on the team
talces up a student's entire
summer and then some.
"This is one of the
biggest and longest commitments you can make,"
said hospitality management major and Student
Orientation Coordinator
Evan Frank.
New O-Team members,
or O-Teamers, take a twocredit-hour class in the
Spring semester. The class,
entitled Peer Educator
Leadership, focuses mainly
on building leadership and
personal skills.
"I think that the overall
benefit from the class
would be that it brought
everyone together twice a
week to interact in class,"
said sophomore business
pending major Ryan Finan.
The class does not go
over the actual material
used in orientations, but
rather teaches the O-Teamers how to be role models
and guides. The preparation for the orientation session takes place during
May training, a two-week
intensive information session during which the OTeamers learn about every
aspect of the university.
The team also participates in training workshops
and retreats throughout the
spring semester. 'The team

SHARON WEAVER / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

From left to right: Evan Frank, hospitality, Kimberly Rockwell, psychology and Andrew Browne,
mathematics, try to get students to sign up for the 0-Team outside the Union last Wednesday.

will be traveling to an orienta- give tours, serve meals, hold distion conference in Oxford, cussions and even put on a skit.
During the orientations, the
Miss., in March for a weekend of
workshops. There, they will O-Teamers provide new stumeet the student orientation dents with an experienced look
at the place in which they will
teams from other universities.
After their training is com- spend the next few years.
''When students come to the
plete, the O-Teams spend the
summer living in the Libra com- university, we':,;e the first stumunities and conducting orien- dents they make a connection
tation sessions, sometimes as with," said senior mathematics
many as_three per week. Each · major Andrew Browne. ''We're
member of the O-Team intro- like a conduit to the university
duces about 250 freshmen to the for them."
The O-Teamers typically
school; plus a handful of trans· work five days per week over
fer students.
. Each freshman orientation the Sllilllller, waking up and
session lasts two full days, dur- having breakfast at 7 am. and
ing which the 0-Teamers dance, getting home as late as 9 p.m.

Working so much can be fatiguing.
"Toward the end, it was a
constant struggle for me personally to get up every day and
go to an orientation." said Finan,
"but in the end I would still do it
again. I had a blast, and there
were a lot of things that came
out of that I wasn't expecting."
If a student is considering
becoming a member of the OTeam, Finan said, they have to
be willing to fully commit themselves. Finan said if they only
want to use it as income over
the Summer or a resume
builder, they won't enjoy themselves. However, if they truly
want to be around the students
and represent the university,
they will have the time of their
lives.
·
The O-Team is looking for
many different types of people,
and this is what the members
say is the team's best quality.
"We just want people who
are passionate about the university they attend, who are spirited, and feel they maintain the
UCF creed," said Frank.
Applications for the O-Team
are available on the team's Web
site, ucfoteam.com, and in
Howard Phillips Hall room 218.
They are due by Oct. 24.

.J

BUSINESS SENIORS: YOUR TIME IS NOW
ONE-YEAR MBA
If you're about to graduate with a business degree, now is the perfect time to set yourself apart
with an MBA from the prestigious university of Miami school of Business Administration.
The one-Year UM MBA program, offered exclusively to recent graduates in business, is innovative,
globally-focused and taught by the world-class UM MBA faculty. And you can complete the
program, along with a-summer internship, in 11 short months.
Attend an on-campus question and answer session October 24, 2008, or visit us online.
Now is the time to learn what a UM MBA can do for your future. Reserve your place today.
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Q&A
SESSION

ATTEND AN INFORMATION SESSION
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2008 AT 11:30 A.M.
UM SCHOOL OF BUSINESS A DM INISTRATION
ROOM GB 431
RSVP 305-284-2510 I M BA@MIAMI.EDU
WWW.BUS.MIAMI.EDU/ GRA D
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Northeast Florida's cities and
utilities to spend more than
$600 million helping the St.
Johns River.
The move, which was
announced Friday, is supposed to reduce nitrogen and
phosphorus entering the
river, which would shrink
algae blooms and help underwater grass beds where fish
live and eat.
It took 9 years of talks
between the state agency,
local governments and people representing business,
farming and public interests
to come up with the plan.
Among the measures: imposing a quota on pollution
entering the river from
sewage treatment plants,
monitoring storm water
draining off highways and
retiring some septic tanks.
Officials say the plan
could take as much as 15
years to be completed.

Authorities say thieving networks
behind two heists in S. Florida
MIAMI - Authorities say
a loosely organized network
of thieves are behind two
pricey jewel heists in South
Florida.
In two separate heists over
the past three weeks, about
half a million dollars worth of
gems have been stolen from
jewelers traveling around
South Florida.
Officials say the number
of thefts could rise soon
because the Jewelers International Showcase the
largest wholesale show in
Florida - begins on South
Beach Thursday.
Gem theft experts say that
although the robberies may
appear to be random
holdups, most are actually
part of a semi-organized
crime network known as
South American Theft
Groups.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Wisconsin apolo~izes to student
for showing movie dip

•
•
•
•
•

NATION & WORID

MADISON, Wis. - The
University of WisconsinMadison has apologized to a
black student who during a
class last year was shown a
clip of the movie Blazing Saddles that features racial epithets.
During a seminar for working professionals, an instructor showed a scene of the 1974
comedy in which blacks are
shown working on a railroad,
according to a complaint filed
by the student. Whites call the ·
workers racial epithets and an
overseer orders them to sing
like.slaves.
The student complained
and the school's Office of
Equity and Diversity, which
investigates racial discrimination, got - ·involved. That
prompted an apology in .
March from the Department
of Professional Development
and Applied Studies, which
offered the course.
"It was an insensitive error
to use a video clip that included inflammatory and offensive language, and it will not
happen again," department
official James Campbell
wrote. ''We strive to plan and
offer quality programming
that meets the needs of an
array of professionals and are
sorry we fell short of that goal
in this instance."
Campbell said the student's employer received a
refund of the $230 cost of the
training workshop, which the
department decided not to
offer again after "closely
reviewing the evaluation comments."
The apology . letter was
obtained by The Associated
- Press through an open
records request that sought
investigation reports by the
Office of Equity and Diversity
in the last year.
The university would not
release the name of the
instructor or precisely why
the clip was shown, other than
to "help make points in the
curriculum." The workshop
dealt with mental health
assessment and diagnosis.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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The Soyuz-FG rocket booster with Soyuz TMA-13 space ship carrying two Americans
and one Russian headed to the international space station blasts off Sunday.

7:30AM REGISTRATION • 9:00AM START

& FAMILY FUN

Fooo, FESTIVITIES

Norbert weakens after hitting
Mexican mainland Sunday
PUERTO SAN CARLOS,
Mexico - The U.S. National Hurricane Center said
that Norbert weakened to a
Tropical Storm after it barreled into the Mexican
mainland early Sunday after
tearing off roofs and forcing
hundreds of people to flee
widespread flooding on the
Baja California peninsula.
It hit land near Puerto
Charley on Baja's southwest
coast as a Category 2 hurricane, but weakened to Category 1 after emerging over
the Gulf of California,
according to the U.S.
National Hurricane Center
in Miami. '
Norbert was expected to
reach mainland Mexico
sometime before dawn.
Baja residents fled to
shelters in school buses and
army trucks as floodwaters
rose in their homes. Winds
uprooted palm trees and the
water rose knee-high in
some streets of the town of
Puerto San Carlos.
"We left 'our house
because we were scared.
Our house is pretty poor
and the water was already
coming in," said Maria
Espinosa, ~4. who arrived at
a high school with her
daughter and two grandchildren.
They joined about 60
other people sitting on foam
mattresses and blankets.
Streets turned into rushing, knee-deep rivers in Ciudad Constitucion, on the
southern peninsula.
Furniture, car parts and
trash cans floated down the
roads that were deserted
except for a few police
patrols and a soaked dog on
high ground;
More than 2,000 people
were in the city's shelters,
many of them from coastal
villages where nearly all
homes had lost roofs, said
Miguel Arevalos, the local
Civil Protection director.

pirates raiding ships off
eastern Somalia and in the
Gulf of Aden flanking the
country's northern coast
despite U.S.-led patrols.
He says a total of 27 ships
have been hijacked in the
attacks, and 11 remain in the
hand~ of the pirates along
with more than 200 crew
members.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

UNIVERSITY OF
CENTRAL

$25 PER
$100
To

to dose to check finances

CARACAS, Venezuela The Venezuelan government has ordered all
McDonald's restaurants in
the country closed for 48
hours for what it calls irregularities in the fast-food
chain's financial books.
The country's state news
service says the tax agency
issued the order. It affects
some
ll5
McDonald's
restaurants nationwide.
Agency head Jose David
Cabello says authorities
found inconsistencies in
McDonald's books related
to amounts owed in taxes,
and ordered the restaurants
closed Thursday through
Saturday.

Americans, Russian make way
to international space station

Wildfire bums more than 750
acres in north L.A. forest

BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan
- Two Americans and a
Russian are on their way to
the international space station.
A Russian rocket with a
Soyuz . capsule carrying
American computer game
millionaire Richard Garriott
has lifted off from the
launch facility in Kazakhstan for a two-day trip to
the orbital station.
-Also aboard are U.S.
astronaut Michael Fincke
and Russian cosmonaut Yuri
Lonchakov. Garriott is the
first American to follow his
father into space. Garriott's
father Owen made two
space flights as a U.S. astronaut in the 1970s and 80s.
He and other relatives
watched Sunday's launch
from a viewing platform at·
the Baikonur facility on the
Kazakh steppe. Garriott is to
spend about 10 days on the
space station. Fincke and
Lonchakov are to replace
the crew and remain for
months.

LOS ANGELES - A
wildfire burned up to 750
acres of forest north of Los
Angeles Sunday, threatening hundreds of homes anq.
an animal sanctuary, authorities said.
The blaze began about 2
a.m. in a r:ugged area about
20 miles north of downtown
Los Angeles, fire officials
said. About 400 firefighters
were on the scene at Angeles National Forest, aided by
aerial strike teams, said Los
Angeles County fire Inspector Sam Padilla.
One residence and three
motor
homes · were
destroyed. A garage and
several sheds also burned.
About 1,200 people were
evacuated from two canyons
as the blaze brushed up
against some of the area's
450 homes and moved
southeast toward city limits,
said U.S. Forest Service
spokesman Stanton Florea.

North Korea says it will resume
dismantling nudear complex

SEOUL, South Korea North Korea says it will
Maritime official says pirates
hijacked Greek chemical tanker resume dismantling its YongKUALA
LUMPUR, , byon nuclear complex and
Malaysia - A maritime offi- allow U.S. and IAEA inspeccial says a Greek chemical tions to·verify the process.
North ·Korea's Foreign
tanker with 20 crew members has been hijacked by Ministry says in a statement
armed pirates in the Gulf of Sunday that it made the decision after the U.S. said ·it
Aden near Somalia.
Noel Choong of the would remove the commuInternational
Maritime nist regime from its list ofterBureau says the ship was rorism-sponsoring countries.
The statement was carsailing from Southeast Asia
to the Suez Canal when it ried by the North's official
Korean
Central News
was seized late Friday.
He says tliis brings the Agency.
number of attacks this year
in Somali waters to 69, with
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Mexico's central bank auctions

Venezuela forces McDonald's

f LORI DA

•

PER TEAM, UP TO SIX PARTICIPANTS

foreign reserves to push peso

MEXICO CITY - Mexico's central bank has auctioned off another $3 billion
in foreign reserves, its third
auction of the day in an
increasingly aggressive bid to
push the peso stronger. In all,
the bank sold off $6.4 billion.
The first auction was for
$3 billion. The second was
for $400 million. After the
bank auctioned off another
$3 billion late Friday morning at an average of 12.8
pesos to the dollar, the peso
was still trading at around 13
to the dollar. ·
The peso began its steep
fall Wednesday morning,
when it dropped to a record·
of below 14 against the U.S..
dollar. It has recovered at
times to just above 12 to the
dollar.
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TAKE THE CHALLENGE!
Jo1N WRDQ TV 27's
VANESSA WELCH
AND COLLECT· PLEDGES TO
HELP FIND A CURE
FOR CHILDREN WITH CANCER!
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10am-2pm
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Holiday Inn at UCF
12125 High Tech Ave. Orlando, FL 32817
•

FREE Parking

•

Come Dressed to Impress
AST Dew Tour Ticket Raffles!
Grand Prize: One Lucky Job Seeker
will win a FREE Laptop!

•

•
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HERZING
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DNA Earth
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®

Billon ·
Grand Vacations-

For more information or to have your company represented,
call 407-377-0400 Ext. 211 or email classifieds@orlandoweekly.com
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University of Central Florida

Parking & Transportation

services
Permit Regulations:
Apermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.

AJ 345678

EXPIRE:$ AUG

.
31, 2009

I/////////// I///////I/!//!

Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at Garage
Bor.mailed to your home.
.Daily permits are also available.

Vehicle assistance offered .
by Parking .Services:
• Jumpstart your car
·Calla tow truck
•Tire Inflation
• Give directions

)

Parking·Services Office Hours:
Mon-Fri: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

)

How to get your parking permit
Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ud.edu
(complete instructions
are online)

•
•
•
•

Pay for your permit
• Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay on line and pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812

A6
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Create Cliaos event kicks off
MARIA NUNEZ

Awards Gallery, the ASMP
Fall Photo Summit, the
Creative Suite Conference, the
Create Chaos is talcing over Pixel Conference, the Web
Central Florida from Oct.13 to Design Conference,_ the
Oct.17 at the Orlando Marriott · Motion Graphics Festival and
more.
World Center.
The "create-a-palooza,"
This massive creative
hosted by Brahn Communica- extravaganza is being organtions, is a week full of job fairs, ized by two UCF alumni, Dana
conferences and events fea- Delapi and Katrina Priore.
turing more than 50 speakers Delapi is a 2006 graduate, and
and presenters and 10 confer- majored in journalism. After
ences, including the Create she graduated she became ·an
Contributing Writer

Are You A College
Student Looking
for a Doctor?

Does Your Child
Need a School
Physical?
It's that time of year
again: Back to school!
Beat the rush and
schedule your child's
back to school physical
today. The physicians
at Tuscawilla Family
Practice are now
accepting appointments.
Call today to schedule
your child's physical.

Whether you're a
student at UCF, Valencia
or Seminole Community
College, when you get
sick, you need a good
doctor! Call Tuscawilla
Family Practice today
to schedule your first
appointment with one
of our physicians, or,
keep our number handy
just in case.

I John W. Treharne, MD
Daniel L. Cochran, MD I John L. Ley, PA-C

Lawrence D. Kramer, DO

Call Today for
Appointment!
Tuscawilla Family Practice
1340 Tuscawilla Road Suite 101-5
Winter Springs, FL 32708 I 407-699-1160

assoicate ·editor at Create
Magazine and is now the ·
Director of content for Brahn
Communications and Create
Chaos. Priore graduated in
2005 with a degree in Advertising and Public Relations,
and is the Event Director.
"Create Chaos is a unique
expo centered around the
Medici principle: the point is
to bring people together from
different walks of life in h~pes I
that they leave with some-

thing greater than what they
walked in with," Priore said
The job fair is on Oct. 14
from 12 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., and
Oct. 15 from 10:30 a.m. to 6:30
p.m., and will feature more
than 40 exhibitors in the
advertising, graphic communication, film, video, motion
graphics, animation, photography, printing, publishing and
interactive media industries.
For more information, go
to www.createchaos.com.

\

'

Parker Pens Co. makes mark at UCF
LEA ANNE CRITTENDEN
Contributing Writer

Parker Pen Company, a
manufacturing company of
pens and pencils, is bringing
their latest youth-geared
Colour Addict series to UCF.
Ana Restrepo and Jessica
campus
Mardones,
ambassadors and interns for
Parker, have been chosen to get
the word out about the latest
product that Parker has
released. Restrepo and Mardones have planned two
upcoming events that will help
promote the series.
. The company just came out
with the Parker Colour Addict
series, which is aimed at
young, ambitious, creative people. The series includes bright,
energetic colors with a modem
design known as the Jotter and
the Vector pens, two ecofriendly pens. They are refillable, with a variety of colors
available, so you don't have to
keep buying a new pen every
time you run out of ink.
The first event, ''Write a
Statement, Make a Statement,''
is on Oct.15 at the UCF arena at
7 p.m. The event will be collaborated with the Campus Activities Board (CAB). Parker and
CAB will provide music from
bands like Motion City Soundtrack, Lupe Fiasco and Rouse.
Students will take a Parker pen

1

CAlnlN BUSH/ CENTRAL FlDRIDA FUTURE

Jessica Mardones and Ana Restrepo, both senior marketing majors, are interns for Parker
Pens. Parker and CAB are collaborating on an event at the UCF Arena on Oct. 15 at 7 p.m.

and write a statement that
means something to them on a
button. Ifthe student is spotted
during the event or for the rest
of the week, they will receive a
prize.
The second event will be a
contest.
"[Our] last event will be a
doodle contest, where students
doodle for prizes," said Mardones.

The event will take place
during. tailgating at one of the
upcoming home football
games.
Mardones and Restrepo
became campus ambassadors
through an internship provided by Rep Nation and Mr.
Youth. As campus ambassadors for Parker, the girls have to
get the word out on what Parker is and to whom the new

series is targeted to. They have
' had a fast-pace learning experience that was a lot more work
than they thought.
"It's real world experience
with marketing," Restrepo ·
said The women have to send
out proposals to clients, plan
events when they aren't doing
other events, contact agencies,
make conference calls and get
everything approved and funded The women said that
Parker has given them a creative freedom in which they
use to promote the Parker
products.
Restrepo and Mardones
said they found it rewarding to
be a part of the internship for
Parker because of all the positive feedback they receive and
because of all the people they
see using the pens as well.
They also said they enjoyed all
the hard work and dedication
they had to put into the experience. They know what role
they play, so getting it out there
is worth doing, they said.
Students are able to redeem
a coupon off the Web site for a
free refill for their Parker pen at
www.colouraddict.parker.com
Students can also go to
www.colouraddict.parker.co
m to add "Parker Pens: The
Write Style" application to
their Facebook for more information and further events
involving Parker.
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UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL

l

CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
UCF College of Graduate Studies
,offers a variety of options to help
finar,ce your education._

•
~

(

11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5prn
Open Most Holidays

,

UniversityWalkin.com
'

The priority deadline for
fellowship consideration
is fast approaching, so
please apply now!

Most Insurances Accepted
(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

(

. <

'

For more information
please visit our website:
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•
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UCF

COLLEGE OF
GRADUATE STUDIES
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Feed your. future
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Get the inside story
on working a broad.
Begin at www.pwc.tv
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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College of Medicine to be study liaison
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directly or indirectly have
effect on the well-being ofthe
populatioIL"
According to the study,
researchers will be looking
into a broad variety of factors
that could be the source of
many childhood illnesses.
Along with genetic, biological and chemical factors,
researchers will be looking
into the children's physical
surroundings, their cultural
and family influences, social
factors and ·also behavioral
influences.
"It's important to know
that with most child and
adult diseases, there really is
insufficient understanding of
what factors contribute to
getting that disease," University of Miami's Dr. Steven
Lipshultz said in a phone
interview. "There has never
been a study of this type in
terms of scope and magnitude in the history of the
United States.''
Lipshultz is the chairman
of pediatrics at UM's medical
school and Florida's principle
investigator for the study. He
says that not only is this the
largest study the U.S. Government has ever initiated in
children's health in history,
but will probably be the platform for all child health studies in the future.
In order to enroll 1,000
children into the study, Lipshultz said that they will need
at least 4,000 prospective
mothers from each county.
He estimates that it will take
an extensive grassroots cam-

GHOST'·STORl{S
FR IDA Y, OCTOBER 17 !< 7:30-9:30 PM

(

l
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Thomas Wan, Health and Publk Affairs professor and associate dean, is the lead investigator for UCF's part in the National Children~ Study.

paign to get people to participate. Since the study is still in
its planning stage, enrollment
will not begin until 2010.
Wan says that following
1,000 children for 21 years in
Orange County can not be
done by UCF alone. The
majority of the work has to be
done from community initiatives such as the Orange
County Health Department
and local hospitals.
In order to make sure all
the data is collected and routed to Florida's study center at
UM, UCF's College of Medicine will serve as a liaison
between the study and the
community, College of Medicine Professor and Assistant
Dean Lynn Crespo said. The
College of Medicine has the
oversight of the community
and will make sure that participants are chosen from multiple locations in Orange County in order to get a more

'It's important to know that with
most child and adult diseases,
there really is insufficient
understanding of what factors
contribute to getting that
disease,'
-

diverse group, Crespo said.
The study was authorized
by Congress in the Children's
Health Act of 2000 and is
funded by multiple federal
agencies such as the National
Institutes of Health, the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention, the U.S. Department of Education and the
U.S. Environmental Protec-

$9 Adult • $6 Child / Garden Member
Children 15 years & rounger must be accompan!ed by an adult.

Pay at the door the night of the event.
Outdoor event, bring blanket or chairs.
Grilled items, popcorn, treats & drinks
for purchase.

HARRY P. LEU GARDENS
1920 N. Forest Avenue, Orlando
407.246.2620 • www.leugardens.org

DR. STEVEN LIPSHULTZ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

9CITY OF{)RLANDo

tion Agency.
The National Children's
Study bares resemblance
to the Framingham Heart
Study, where researchers
have been keeping track of
14,428 participants from
the Massachusetts town
since 1948 and has provided the foundation of information about heart disease
that we know today.
Wan says that the study
signifies the recognition of
the importance of pediatric research and healthrelated research on children and their families.
"Nationally speaking,
children have low priority
in this county because they
have no voice," Wan said.
"When you have no voice,
you have no allocation, so
the funding for children
study is very limited in the
county.
·
'We know children are
our national resource,
human capital, so in order
to develop healthy people,
we have to start from early
childhood."

·~
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Octobe
7:00pm SGA Senate Meeting. SU 218

11:00am - 1:00pm VUCF presents GREEN RIBBON DAV.
We will table outside of the Student Union to raise
awareness about organ and tissue donation as well as
become organ donors by signing a donor card. Contact
Lauren at vuct_getcarded@mail.ucf.edu for more info.

7:00pm SGA presents "Cirque Odyssey." An amazing
stunt show that is free for students. Doors open at 6pm
and the show starts at 7pm. UCF Arena

r.

2:15pm - 5:00pm VUCF presents Orlando Day Nursery.
Fun interaction with all the kids at the day care! Playing
outside, coloring, and just hanging out with the children!
Carpool meets at 1:30 in front of the Visual Arts Building.
Contact Cassie at vuct_youth@mail.ucf.edu tcir more info.

n.. 10:ooam - 3:00pm SGA presents Signups for "Get in
-\-;, Shape the Knight Way." This is an event that is
' \~ •
designed for students in the UCF community to lose
.._t._ •
weight/gain muscle that combined would equal 15,000
'\''
lbs. between now and March 17. In front of the RWC
and inside the Student Union

•
•

•
•

SGA presents "Eat Smart, Eat Knight." Designed to go
along with "Get in Shape the Knight Way,'' all campus
restaurants will offer students an easy way to plan their
daily diets.
8:00pm - 10:00pm CAB Speakers, the Multicultural
Student Center, & the Office of Diversity Initiatives
presents "Anthony Rapp." From the hit Broadway show
Rent, Anthony Rapp will speak about his life, struggles,
and many more topics. Pegasus Ballroom.

CAB

ca...iciiiiiii hlnl

8:30pm - 3:30pm Homecoming Can and Box Top
Collection. Lake Claire Recreational Area

5:30pm - 8:30pm VUCF presents SANDWICHES AND
CONVERSATION. Join us for a fun evening of helping the
homeless of downtown Orlando! We will prepare peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches together, and then take them
down to Lake Eola to distribute to the homeless and
disadvantaged of that area. Meet at Lake Claire Pavilion
to prepare, leave by carpool for downtown at 6:30pm .
Email Jess at vucf_hunger@mail.ucf.edu to RSVP.
7:00pm - 12:00am CAB Concerts presents "CAB's
Soundtrack Fiasco." Lupe Fiasco, Motion City Soundtrack,
and special guest Rouse to perform at the UCF Arena
FREE to UCF students and $25 to general public. Student
tickets are available at the Ticketmaster office in the
student Union or at the UCF Arena. Tickets can be
purchased at ticketmaster.com or the UCF Arena

(

Time TBA. VUCF presents KABOOM! Playground
Building. Volunteers will be building a playground for
underprivileged children. Contact Ann-Marie at
vucf_arts@mail.ucf.edu for more information or to sign up.

4.. f'
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4.. ~ 8:00am - 2:00pm VUCF presents KNIGHTS GIVE

•,

BACK. Please join us tor the second-annual Knights
Give Back, UCF's day of service! We will be working
throughout the Central Florida community doing
service projects at local agencies. Please visit our
website to register and to get more information about
service sites:
www.vucf.getinvolveducf.com/ knightsgiveback.
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Hillel services aid those
honoring holiday alone
FROM

Al

MORE ON YOM KIPPUR
Kipersztok, the vice president of Judaic programming
for Hillel.
"It's one of my favorite
things about Judaism · -··
because you give back all of
your sins not to one person,
but to the people who you
have transgressed against,"
Kipersztok said.
Yorn Kippur started on
Oct. 7 at 6:30 p.m. with the
Kol Nidre atonement service. On Oct. 8, morning
service was held at 10 a.m.
followed by Neilah at 6 p.m.,
where final prayers of
repentance were said. The
Maariv service was at 7:30
p.m.
The day was brought to a
close with the breakfast dinner, where the end of the
Yorn Kippur fasting is
marked with a light evening
meal featuring bagels and
pastries,· among other food
items.
By holding the services in
the Student Union, Hillel
provided a special opportunity for many UCF students
who where going through
the Jewish holidays for the
first time alone, said Central
Florida Hillel Executive
Director Rabbi Jonathan
Siger, who lead the services
throughout the day.
"It's really nice," Siger
said. "It's a wonderful
opportunity. A lot of students came up to me and
said this is the first time
they've been away from
home for the High Holidays,
and it's a time when people
can get very home sick and
very lonely ....
- "We are very lucky and
very blessed to provide that

As I noted in Days of Awe, Yorn Kippur atones only for sins between man and Gd, not for sins against another person. To atone for sins against another person,
you must first seek reconciliation with that person, righting the wrongs you

committed against them if possible.That must all be done before Yorn Kippur.
Yorn Kippur is a complete Sabbath; no work can be performed on that day. It is
well-known that you are supposed to refrain from eating and drinking (even
water) on Yorn Kippur. It is a complete, 25-hour fast beginning before sunset on
the evening before Yorn Kippur and ending after nightfall on the day ofYom
Kippur.The Talmud also specifies additional restrictions that are less well-known:
washing and bathing,anointing one's body (with cosmetics,deodorants,etc.),
wearing leather shoes (Orthodox Jews routinely wear canvas sneakers under
their dress clothes on Yorn Kippur),and engaging in sexual relations are all
prohibited on Yorn Kippur.
As always, any of these restrictions can be lifted where a threat to life or health
is involved. In fact, children under the age of nine and women-in childbirth (from
the time labor begins until three days after birth) are not permitted to fast, even
ifthey want to. Older children and-women from the third to the seventh day after
childbirth are permitted to fast, but are permitted to break the fast if they feel the
need to do so. People with other illnesses should consult a physician and a rabbi
for advice.
Most of the holiday is spent in the synagogue, in prayer. In Orthodox
synagogues, services begin early in the morning (8 or 9 AM) and continue until
about 3 PM. People then usually go home for an afternoon nap and return
around 5or 6 PM for the afternoon and evening services, which continue until
nightfall. The services end at nightfall,with the blowing of the tekiah gedolah, a
long blast on the shofar. See Rosh Hashanah for more about the shofar and its
characteristic blasts.
It is customary to wear white on the holiday, which symbolizes purity and calls
to mind the promise that our sins shall be made as white as snow (ls.1 :18).Some
people wear a kittel, the white robe in which the dead are buried.
- JUDAISM 101

for people and it's nice to
provide a home away from
home."
"It's great to worship in
the company of your peers,
especially in the great establishment of the Student
Union, right here," said UCF
student and Hillel member
Andrew Stein during the
Breakfast dinner. "I think it's
great here that [Hillel]
explores the convenience of
being on campus. A lot of
students just don't have cars

or just really don't want to
inconvenience themselves
to do something, so the fact
that it is on campus makes it
easy access to a wide diversity of students. It really
brings a lot of different
kinds of people together."
Hillel is a national college
organization dedicated to
the promotion of Judaic
involvement on campuses.
Currently, the organization
is located at over 500 different colleges across America.

Shooter won't face charges
FROM
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Conway, he "believed he was
inside his own home," the
incident report states, and
he smelled like alcohol and
told deputies he'd been
drinking.
De Guzman shot him
with a .45-caliber handgun,
according to the Sentinel. De
Guzman shot · Conway
because he thought Conway
was breaking into his home,
the Sentinel also reported.
Rickie Rogers, Conway's
roommate, said Conway was
drunk
when
someone
dropped him off at the
wrong building, which looks
"identical" to his.
"He just assumed he was

at his house and popped
open the door and took a
step in," Rogers said. ·~d he
just was obviously confused
when he got confronted."
Rogers said Conway's
condition is improving.
"FJe's breathing on his
own and can talk," Rogers
said. "He kind of remembers
what happened, but not too
much.
"He's still opened up, but
they closed up his stomach
wound and sealed up his
pancreas. And the kidney is
healing well," Rogers said. "I
know he's got a lot more
[surgeries] to go, his mom
said."
De Guzman won't be
charged because of Florida

fR££ .

GMAT
GRE
LSAT
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PCAT
NCLEX*

practice
Test

Take a FREE practice test at this event and
you'll receive a detailed score analysis and exclusive
strategies to help you prepare for Test Day!
Saturday, October 18 at UCF
GMAT 8:30 a.m. -12 p.m.
MCAT 8:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m.
DAT/OAT 8:30 a.m. -12 p.m.
LSAT 1 -5 p.m.
PCAT 1 - 3:30

GRE 1 -3 p.m.
NCLEX-RN 1 - 3 p.m.

p.m.

Sign up today! Call 1-800-KAP-TEST
or visit kaptest.com/practice.
TEST PREP AND
ADMISSIONS

* Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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for as low as $5 an issue!

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

statute 776.013, also known
as the castle doctrine, officials told the Sentinel.
According to the Florida
Legislature Web site, a person is able to use deadly
force if in reasonable "fear
for death or great oodily
harm" when the defensive
force is applied to someone
"in the process of unlawfully
or forcefully entering, or had
unlawfully and forcibly
entered, a dwelling, residence, or occupied vehicle."
Rogers said neither he
nor Conway knew De
Guzman before the incident.
At the time of publication, it is unknown whether
Conway will face any burglary charges.
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CHOOSE FROM REGULAR ROAST BEEF,
BEEF 'N CHEDDAR OR REGULAR POPCORN
CHICKEN SHAKERS" WITH FRIES AND DRINK

~ Offer
valid at participating Arby's restaurants
only. Void where prohibited. timll one offer per
gfr coupon. Offer not valid with any other discount
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or offer. Not transferable. Expires 12/31/08.
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Offer valid at participating Arby's restaurants
only. Void where prohiblled. Umll one offer per
coupon. Offer not valid with any other discount
or offer. Not transferable.. Expires 12/31/08.
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$2.99 ~iAl~ I

ONE REGULAR SIDEKICKER"
'

AND ONE MEDI uM DRINK

i

•

Offer valid at participating Arby's restaurants
only. Void where prohibited. Limit one offer per
coupon. Offer not valid with any other discount
or offer. Not transferable: Expires 12/31/08.
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I BUY ONE
I GET ONE
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REGULAR
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

Offer valid at participating Arby's restaurants
only. Void where prohibited. Limit one offer per
coupon. Offer not valid with any other discount
or offer. Not transferable. Expires 12/31/08.
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FREE
NEWS
ONYOUR CELL PHONE
FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

To:44636
UCFNEWS

Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?
Reply A to set alert.

How Do IText UCFNEWS to 44636?

(entraf Jloriba Juture
Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!

Med school admissions
highly selective, costly

lJ

FROM Al

around
1.1
percent.
Goldonowicz said she had
heard last spring that the
expected number of applicants was around 3,600, so the
numbers weren't a surprise to
her.
''When I first heard that I
was like, 'OK, well, what do
you . do
about
that?"'
Goldonowicz said. "There's
nothing really you can doexcept be one of them."
She said she is also sending
secondary applications to five
other universities in the state.
"UCF obviously is at the
top of my list," Goldonowicz,
21, said "I have such a strong
appreciation for UCF, for
being a Knight and for being
at school here. I thought,
'Wow, if I could go to med
school here, it would be
ideal"'
The review process started
three weeks ago, spokeswoman Zenaida Gonzalez
Kotala of UCF News and
Information said Some applicants are already being interviewed, but the majority of
students who are. applying
regularly have until Dec. 1 to
submit their application.
Students submit their primary application then, after
an initial review, the school
sends a secondary application. From that group some
applicants are interviewed, a
committee reviews them, and
then applicants are notified
whether or not they are
accepted
According to Kotala, the
Medical Student Admissions
Committee, composed of
experienced faculty, is looking
for specific qualities µ1 an
applicant: academic strengths,
demonstrated motivation for
medicine and humanism to
others, teamwork, leadership,
research experience, passion,
commitment, and a pioneer-

<.

'UCF obviously is at the top of my
list. I have such a strong appreciation
for UCF, for being a Knight and for
being at school here. Ithought,
''Wow, if I could go to med school
here, it would be ideal."'
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- JESSICA GOLDONOWIU MOLECULAR BIOLOGYANDMICROBIOLOGYMAJOR

t

ing spirit. The class will also
be composed primarily of
Florida residents because it is
a state medical program.
"That being said, a particular percentage [of residents]
are not being targeted at this
point because we really do
want the best 40 in this charter class," Kotala said
Another student applying
to the College of Medicine is
22-year-old Brittany Harrington, a double major in Molecular Biology and Microbiology as well as Forensic
Biochemistry. She is also the
vice president of Pre-Med
American Medical Student
Association at UCF.
"I would love to blaze the
trail for the school," Harrington said "It's home for me, so
I would love to stay here and
help build our community.
We would be the leaders of
the College of Medicine at
UCF. I can't explain how
exciting that would be."
While UCF is her top
choice, she is applying to 14
other schools, including
George Washington University, Florida State University
and the Philadelphia College
of Osteopathic Medicine.
Such a number of applications for one student are normal for medical school applicants. Applicants across the
nation submit an average ofl3
different applications a piece

last year, according to the
Association of American
Medical Colleges Web site.
"It's a big investment not
only in time and blood and
sweat and tears, but also in
money," Harrington said.
She estimates that she has
spent around $1,800 just on
applications, not including
hotels and flights if she gets an
interview somewhere.
Many who are still in the
applic~tion process are dealing with intense multi-tasking:
Completing applications in a
timely manner while still finding time for volunteering,
working and shadowing
physicians, on top of their regular senior-level course loads.
"It's a real balancing act,"
Goldonowicz said. "When I
received the secondary application back, I spent the entire
weekend combing through it
and answering as many of the
prompts as I could. Then I
realized, 'Oh boy, I have other
classes to worry about' I had
to put that on hold and put my
focus back on biochemistry
for a while.''
Ferstadt no longer has to
work on her application or
nervously wait and wonder.
She was relieved when the
school called and is excited
about the new opportunity.
"I love a challenge," Ferstadt said, "so this was right up
my alley."
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Quinnipiac-University School of Law ranks among the top 100 law schools in such categories as
full-time student LSATscores (median-159); admission acceptance rates; student/faculty ratio (11:1);
and employment rates after graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from

(

$3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide which school to attend, make sure you review the facts. To
learn more, visit law.quinnipiac.edu, email ladni@quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.
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Defense can't
save Knights
from falling
to Hurricanes

TEXAS LONGHORNS BEAT NO.1,
THEN BECOME NO.1

•

NEW YORK - Texas rode its
resounding Red River Rivalry upset
right to No.1.
The Longhorns leapfrogged No.2
Alabama on Sunday and sit atop The
Associated Press Top 25 in the regular
season for the first time in 24 years
after beating Oklahoma 45-35.
Texas received 39 first-place votes
and 1,599 points from the media panel.
Alabama received the other 36 firstplace votes and 1,582 points.
"Being ranked No. 1shows respect for
what weve accomplished through the
early part of the season, but nobody
really knows who is No. l at this point,"
Texas coach Mack Brown said Sunday.
The Longhorns are the fourth No.1
team this season,following Georgia,
Southern California and Oklahoma.
Unbeaten Penn State moved up
three spots to No.3.The Sooners
dropped three spots to No.4 after their
first loss. Florida jumped six spots to No.
5 after.pounding LSU 51-21 on
Saturday night

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

GOLF

TWO-TIME MASTERS WINNER
HAS ABRAIN TUMOR

•

MADRID,Spain- Seve Ballesteros
has a brain tumor and will undergo a
biopsy Tuesday.
The five-time major winner
announced the news Sunday in a
statement issued by Madrid~ La Paz
Hospital. It was unknown whether the
tumor was benign or malignant.
The 51-year--old golfing great was
admitted to a hospital for tests after
briefly losing consciousness last week.
Ballesteros, who made the
•announcement after telling his three
children and their mother,said doctors
will decide how to proceed after the
biopsy.
"After an in-depth check up which
has been carried out on me in the La
Paz Hospital they have detected a brain
. tumor," Ballesteros said in the
statement.
"Now my wish is to ask for respect
towards my family and especially my
children.We will keep you informed."
The former Ryder Cup star won a
record 50 times on the European tour.
He also won the British Open three
times and the Masters twice before
retiring last year due to a long history of
back pain.

JEFFREY M. BOAN / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Miami running back Graig Cooper dives over the pylon for a touchdown to put the Hurricanes up 20-7 in the fourth quarter against UCF. Cooper finished with 90 yards rushing on 23 carries.

THE BREAKDOWN

UCFoffense
has worst
Division I
·showing ever

'f

UCFhad 78 yards oftotal offense,
the fewest it has gained since
entering the Football Bowl
Subdivision in 1996.

3

PADRICK BREWER

FOOTBALL

GARCIA, DUNN LEAD BUCS IN
WIN PAST PANTHERS

78

Editor-in-Chief

The number of sacks the Knights
recorded against the Hurricanes, all
ofwhich came from sophomore
defensive end Bruce Miller.

MIAMI GARDENS -'-- Mistakes and inefficiency were the
key words of the UCF Football
team's 20-14 loss against Miami
on Saturday.
The Knights struggled to
move the ball on offense and
made mistakes on special
teams that put themselves in a
hole they could not get out of.
The loss was UCF's fifth
consecutive against a non-conference opponent from the
Football Bowl Subdivision.
Here were the themes from
Saturday's games:

TAMPA- Jeff Garcia longed for
another chance to show he's the right
quarterback for the Tampa Bay
Frustration
Buccaneers.
The UCF offense has been
The three-time Pro Bowl selection
· looking for consistency, and it
got it Sunday and delivered exactly
what the Bucs were looking for in a 27- found it against the Hurricanes.
Unfortunately for the Knights,
3 victory over the Carolina Panthers. He
it
was
consistently awful
completed a high percentage of passes,
All of UCF's offensive posmanaged the offense and - most of
sessions ended with a punt, a
all - protected the football.
Garcia, starting for the first time since turnover or points for Miami,
the season opener because Brian Griese and all of the Knights' first six
possessions ended with a punt
is injured, threw for 173 yards and a
touchdown. Warrick Dunn had his most from sophomore Blake Clingan.
productive day.running the ball since
UCF had 78 yards of total
rejoining the Bucs with 115 yards on 22 _
offense on 64 plays, averaging
carries. ·
1.2 yards per play.
The victory gave the Bucs (4-2) a
The Knights combined for a
share offirst place in the NFC South
net
total of four rushing yards
with Carolina (4-2), which sputtered a
on 27 carries. Ronnie Weaver
week after routing Kansas Gty 34-0.
followed his first career 100yard game with 20 yards on 12
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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23

Miami and UCF combined to
attempt 23 punts on 34 total
possessions Saturday. Both punters
finished with 11 punts.

G
ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF kick returner Joe Burnett got the Knights back into the game late with a 91-yard return
for a score. But his muffed punt earlier in the quarter may have cost the Knights a win.

carries.
And it wasn't just the rushing attack that failed.
True freshman Rob Calabrese started and played most
of the game, but he was just llof-35 for 74 yards.
Sophomore wide receiver
Brian Watters had five catches,
most on quick, short slant$, but

~.... ---... '--·----·-~ - -- ---- -

~

he knows that the squad let the
team down.
"Of course it's frustrating,
because we work hard every
week at it, and somethings just
don't go our way," Watters said
"But O'Leary told us that he
will get it fixed, so expect better from us in the future. ...
Everything we're supposed to

forUCF FootbaU
photo gallery:
www.UCFNews.com

do on offense really needs to
improve."
With the stagnant performance, The Knights solidified
their place as one of the worst
offenses in the country.
UCF is averaging 248 yards
per game on offense. Only
Florida International, with 244
yards per game, is worse.
Senior tackle Patrick Brown
said the onus is on the offense
to get better.
"The defense put us in good
field position ...," Brown said
"It's got to be put on our shoulders to improve."
PLEASE SEE

DEFENSE ON A13

MIAMI GARDENS
For the UCF Football team,
it doesn't matter how good
its defense or special teams
unit plays from week to
week if the offense is not
giving the Knights a chance
to win a game. That was certainly the case Saturday
night against the Miami
Hurricanes,
as
UCF's
offense finished the game
with 78 total yards in a 20-14
loss.
The Knights (2-4) picked
off three passes, including
· one that was returned by
Johnell Neal for a touchdown. They racked up 162
kick return yards, including
Joe Burnett's 91-yard kickoff
return for a touchdown that
got the Knights back into
the game late in the fourth
quarter.
But UCF had 10 offensive
drives in which it gained
five or fewer yards and averaged just 1.2 yards per play
against the Hurricanes (3-3).
"Just go with the hand
you're dealt," UCF head
coach George O'Leary said.
"We've got some good,
young kids. They're just
young.... Just hope they get
better quicker. I wish we
were just further along right
now than where we are."
Miami jumped out to a
10-0 lead within the first 10
minutes. The Hurricanes
opened the score with a 25yard touchdown pass from
Robert Marve to wide
receiver Travis Benjamin.
Less than 2 minutes after
the touchdown, Miami's
Richard
Gordon went
unblocked through the center of the line and blocked
Blake Clingan's punt. It was
the first of three miscues by
the Knights that gave Miami
13 points, and a penalty that
cost themselves three.
The Hurricanes took
over on UCF's 16-yard line
and turned that good field
position into a field goal.
The Knights would have ·
scored on their first drive of
the second quarter, but an
illegal formation penalty
negated Daren Daly's 48yard field goal and forced
UCFtopunt.
Early in the fourth quarter, long after Neal's 62-yard
interception return for a
score, freshman long snapper Charlie Hughlett sent a .
ball over Clingan's head.
With the Knights deep in
their own territory, the ball
rolled into the end zone and
Clingan kicked it out of
bounds to force a safety to
make the score 12-7.
And UCF wasn't done
shooting itself in the foot.
Miami was the team punting
about 8 minutes later, but
the ball went right through
Burnett's hands, off his
chest and through his legs.
The Hurricanes recovered
the live ball at UCF's 5-yard
line and turned that mistake
into a touchdown run by
Graig Cooper one play later.
Quarterback Jacory Harris
tacked on a two-point conversion to make it 20-7 with
5:21 to play
"He played such an outstanding game that to have
that one play happen was a
PLEASESEE

FINAL ON A13
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He keeRs
the HEATon
their feet
Barry University faculty member Dr. James Losito
specializes in fancy footwork.

In addition to serving as the Miami Heat's team
podiatric physician, Dr. Losito teaches podiatry at
one of only two programs in the nation affiliated
with a comprehensive university.
Barry University's program in ·
podiatric medicine
and surgery
offers
extensive
research facilities,
distinguished hospital ~ t · , ,...-...
and medical center affiliations,
and excellent opportunities
for residency programs and
e:x:temships across the
United States.
As a student at Barry University,
you join a caring, Catholic commuru.ty
on a graceful, green campus in
Miami Shores, Florida.
To find out more about Barry, just
put one foot in front of the other.
Visit www.bru:ry.edu/podiatric.

where you belong
SCHOOL OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE
11 300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3130 • 800-756-6000, ext. 3130
E-mail: mweiner@mail.barry.edu

www.barry.edu/podiatric
Photography by mariapaola
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Knights tally 20 shots,
earn tie versus Miners
WILLIAM PERRY
Staff Writer

The UCF Women's Soccer
team came up with its second
consecutive tie after playing to
a 2-2 deadlock with UTEP on
Friday.
The .Knights came out and
set the tone early in the match.
They had several chances to
take the lead in the early stages
of the first half, but Miners
goalkeeper Chandra Morden · IP-15-ll-.,-,-,:~
was there to turn away the
Knights' chances.
However, the Miners were
the ones to open the scoring
due to relentless pressure they
were putting on the Knights.
Cortney Casey slipped by the
UCF defense and took a
through ball from Tameka
Sumter.
She drilled a shot that
deflected off Knights' goalkeeper, Aline Reis, and into the
net in the 25th minute for a 1-0
lead. It was her team-leading
RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
sixth goal of the season.
UCF forward Hanna Wilde, seen here during the Knights' game versus Hartford on
Despite allowing the goal, Aug.31, scored her second goal of the season Friday night in the Knights'2·2 tie
the Knights continued to bring against the UTEP Miners in El Paso, Texas.Wilde has 8 points on the season.
the offensive pressure and it
paid off when they got the same play and continued to back post.
She slid a pass to
equalizer with 5 minutes pepper Morden with shots.
remaining in the hal£
but she was up _to the chal- Sumter, who slammed it
For the second consecutive lenge much like before. In all, past Reis for her fifth of the
season to go along with her
game, a player seeing her first she made 11 saves on·the night.
action of the season was a key
After escaping a near earlier assist.
UCF was determined to
UTEP goal off a comer the
factor for the Knights.
Last match, it was Lauren Knights countered into the not allow the game to go to
Halbert who came through Miners' zone and quickly took overtime and nearly took
with the goal in the closing the lead in the 67th minute. the lead with just minutes
minutes to force overtime Hanna Wilde found a loose remaining, but Katie Jackagainst East Carolina. This ball in the box and knocked in son's shot nailed the post.
For the second straight
time, it was freshman Heather her second goal of the year
after Morden was unable to game, the Knights went to
Dooley.
Dooley sent a pass to secure the rebound off the ini- overtime and neither team
was able to get a goal in
Danielle dos Santos, who tial shot.
But the Miners were either of the extra periods.
made a couple of fancy moves
The Miners led the way in
to evade the UTEP defense unfazed by the deficit.
They strapped their laces shots in overtime 3-1, but
and then fired a long shot that
clanked off the crossbar and tight and came right at the the Knights led in overall
Knights. With 19 minutes shots 20-15, 13 of which
into the net.
The goal was her second on · remaining in regulation, they were on net.
the season and tied the game tied the game at 2-2.
"I'm very proud of the
at 1-1 going into halftime.
After securing a corner effort by the team tonight,"
UCF came out in the sec- kick, Cara Nordin sent in a lob UTEP head coach Kevin
ond half with much of the to Chelsea Winbush · at the Cross said in a press
release. "The team played
with a lot heart in taking on
a very talented opponent."
The tie puts UCF in
sixth in the conference
standings with eight
points, five behind the conference leader East Carolina. The Knights are now 73-3 overall and 2-1-2 in the
_c onference while UTEP is
now 9-4-1, 2-2-1 in C-USA
The game was the first
of a two-game road swing
, against Conference USA
opponents. ·Toe Knights
played at Colorado College
on Sunday, but the results
were not available at press
time. A full recap will be
available in Wednesday's
issue of the Future.
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Final UCF attempt
ends unsuccessful
FROM

••
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.

ANDY JACOBSOHN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF quarterback Rob Calabrese ran 3 times for 19 yards on the team's final drive, but his fourth down throw to Brian Watters fell incomplete. He completed 11-of-35 passes f6r 74 yards.

Defense holds up its end of the deal
FROM

A11

Satisfaction

...

If there were one thing to
be pleased about, it would be
the defense.
·
Although UCF limped out
ofDolphin Stadium, the Hurricanes weren't left standing tall.
Miami, a team that almost
upended Florida State last
weekend, was held to 12 first
downs and 216 total offensive
yards against UCF.
Redshirt freshman quarterback Robert Marve completed
eight passes to teammates, but
he also completed three to
players wearing white and
gold.
UCF -.cornerback Johnell
Neal grabbed his third inter-

ception of the season in second quarter and ran it back 62
yards to put the Knights on the
J;,oard
"I'm glad," O'Leary said
smiling, "because that's the
only way we're scoring touchdowns."
The three interceptions
gave UCF 13 on the season,
which is second-most in the
country.
"I'm really proud of the
defense," O'Leary said. "I think
we put them in some awful
tough situations today too
often out there. I sound like
I'm always apologizing except
for the defense."

Excitement
Even in their victories, the
Knights have won because of
~eir special teams. It was no

different Saturday.
In the fourth quarter, Joe
Burnett muffed a punt return
that put Miami on the UCF 5yard line and resulted in
another touchdown for the
Hurricanes.
But Burnett made up for it
on the subsequent kickoff.
Miami had avoided being
burned by Burnett all game,
and he had just 36 punt return
yards and 19 yards on one kickoff return.
But with the lead 20-7, the
Hurricanes kicked into the
hands of Burnett, who jetted 91
yards for UCF's second touchdown of the game.
Aside from early troubles
and one bad snap, Clingan
again had a great game.
He punted 11 times, tying
his own UCF record, set last

season against South Florida,
and he put Miami deep in its
own territory several times.
"Offense really wasn't moving the ball," Clingan said, "so
field position was a big aspect
this game on both sides~"

What's next?
O'Leary joked that if it were
the NFL, he would spend the
bye week looking for players
on the scout team to come in
and help.
But it isn't the NFL, and
O'Leary and the coaching staff
will have to work with the
players they have when they
face the most powerful offense
in the country when they head
to Tulsa, Okla., in two weeks to
face the Golden Hurricane,
who are averaging nearly 600
yards per game.

A11

shame;'' O'Leary said of Burnett. "He's a great competitor.
I wish I had about 30 of those
guys. But that was a mistake
that cost us a touchdown."
Burnett atoned for his mistake on the coinciding kickoff,
racing through the left hash
and then cutting across the
field for a 91-yard touchdbwn
to put the Knights from
almost certain defeat to right
back into the hunt for a win.
The Knights' defense
forced the Hurricanes to punt
on their next possession, and
UCF started its final attempt
at victory at its own 41 with
3:39 left. Three rushes and a
pass completion by true
freshman quarterback Rob
Calabrese got the Knights to
Miami's 36-yard line, but a
fourth-and-4 pass over the
middle to Brian Watters was
broken up, sealing UCF's fate
with less than 2 minutes left.
"Offensively, we've really
got to pick it up," Watters said,
who also said he should have
made the catch on that final
play. "It's midway through the
season. It's time for us to
come together and start to get
things moving."
Calabrese play~d all but
one series for the Knights at
quarterback. After completing just 4 of 18 passes in the
first half, he improved slightly
after halftime to finish with 11
completions on 35 attempts
for 74 yards.
"I think a lot of what Rob
did today was typical freshman stuff," O'Leary said. "He
got some open receivers and
he either underthrew them or
overthrew them. But that's
part of growing up and being
a freshman."
Michael Greco saw one
series at quarterback, throwing two incompletions and
falling down while coming
from behind center for a 12'yard sack. After the game,

NEWS TO NOTE
LUCKY13

Two interceptions by Sha'reff Rashad
and another by Johnell Neal on
Saturday gave the Knights a team total
of 13 for the season. That total is the
second-most among Football Bowl
Subdivision teams..
SAVE THE NEXT TO LAST
The Knights are now averaging 248
yards per game.The only FBS team
averaging fewer yards per game is
Florida International at 244 yards.
PATHETIC
Quarterback Michael Greco is UCF's
leader with an average of 119 total
offensive yards per game. Rice's Jarett
Dillard, a wide receiver, has nearly
matched Greco with his receiving yards
per game total, with 112.

O'Leary said Greco's knee,
which he hurt during the
Boston College game Sept. 20,
is still not fully healed, and
said that Greco told him that
he was only at about 60 percent during practice.
The offense's ineffectiveness overshadowed what the
Knights' defense did. They
held the Hurricanes to just
216 total yards, and three
interceptions - one by Neal
and two by Sha'reff Rashad gave the Knights 13 for the
season.
We've got to win every
phase to come out with a victory," Neal said. "If we keep
coming into a game winning
one phase here, another
phase there in another game,
you get this result."
O'Leary said it seems like
he is always apologizing
except for the defense after
games these days, but he gave
his players a promise right
after the loss.
"I told the players I promise I'll get this right on
offense," he said.

'
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EXCLUSIVE UCF .STUDENTS, FACULTY & ALUMNI TICKET:

ONLY$32.
•
•

• Valid for admission on Sunday, October 19th
.
• Early park admission to Universal's Islands of Adventure® starting at 4pm
• FREE admission** to select Universal CityWalk® dubs .

• •

.
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SGA intends to
the fat, literally
W

hat does it say about
the good ol' U.S. of A
when one of the most
popular shows on television is a
competition of average Joes losing unbelievable amounts of
weight for money? We think it
says Jay Leno isn't kidding when
he (very regularly) makes fun of
how unbelievably fat Americans
are and how ridiculously lazy
we have become.
There are small grassroots
movements in the big, traditionally liberal parts of the country
to get people to eat healthier,
and it shows. States like California and Massachusetts are
among the lowest obesity rates,
according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
It's the rest of the country, the
Southeast and the Midwest in
particular, that need to get in
shape, but no one really seems
to care enough to do anything.
According to the Department
of Health and Human Services,
obesity has increased 25 percent
to 30 percent throughout the
Midwest during the last two
decades. In parts of the Southeast like Tennessee and Alabama obesity has increased more
than 30 percent over the same
period of time. It's not just a
problem anymore; it's become
an epidemic where heart disease is now the leading cause of
death in the United States.
Much of the time, obesity is
caused by a lack of information.
People think that because they
are having a salad that they can
have as much as they want
because it's "healthy." We've got
news for you - it's not always
what you think, food choices
can be very deceptive. For

snacking, which is recommendexample, a McDonald's Southed by the Department of Agriwest Chicken salad has almost
culture, can often make it diffi600 calories, and that's with ·
light dressing. Vegetable lo
cult to count calories or carbs
throughout the day. The nice
mein, which many fast-food .
part about the new Dining Serasian restaurants serve, has
more than 1,000 calories per
vices program is that you won't
have to do any math. Cobb says,
serving.
"Hopefully [the labels] will be
Fortunately, here on campus
we have a fairly progressive Stu- very easy for students so they
don't have to do any number
dent Government Association,
crunching ... we did all that for
which can usually be relied on
to act in students' best interest.
them. Basically all they'll have
SGA recently announced that in to do is look at the posters."
The new dining program is
conjunction with UCF Dining
Services, a new.program will be running concurrently with the
unveiled this week to get stu. "Get in Shape the Knight Way"
program which has already
dents to eat healthier choices.
started. The target for both proThe program will also provide
grams is to have the UCF compatrons with more information
on what they are eating and the
munity lose 15,000 pouncls by
nutrition information for certain March 2009 using a combination of diet apd exercise. This
items. SGA Student Health
Coordinator Anthony Cobb
sounds like an ambitious goal,
said,"'Students can [only] do so
but we would like nothing more
much as far as exercising, but
than to see it succeed
With any luck, the new dinthen you need to be able to have
ing prbgram will make it easier
good choices as far as eating is
for students to avoid the cliche
concerned in order to want to
stay on a diet."
"Freshman 15." Julie Bream, marThe new program will be
keting manager for UCF Dining
Services said, "During college,
(not so cleverly) called "Eat
it's easy for students to let nutriSmart, Eat Knight" and will
tion fall to the wayside when
begin with distributing menus
they're busy with tests, activito each eatery on campus that
ties, jobs and other obligations.''
will detail the nutritional value
This is very true, because often
of each item with a color coded
time health is the last thing we
label.
There will also be suggeshave on our minds while in college.
tions for healthier side choices
Now, health consciousness
and drink options - an especially important issue in a world won't be quite as big of a burwhere people sometimes drink
den to students who are already
inundated with hundreds of
two or three diet sodas per day
and think they are being healthy. other responsibilities. The "Eat
Smart, Eat Knight" program is a
Anyone who .has ever been
on a diet before will tell you one step in the right direction
toward getting our community
of the hardest things is keeping
track of what you eat. Light
back in good health.

Graduation isn't
always best optiQn
C

•
•

ollege is often said to be
one of the most trying
times of a person's life.
Your parents probably whine
about how they struggled,
through college, barely being
able to pay their bills and eating
ramen noodles for every other
meal. They warn about how
difficult the classes are, how
tedious the scheduling is and
how tight the mo~y can be, but
who knew that graduating
could be worse?
• With the current state of the
economy, you might find that
leaving college at this point may
be more of a gamble than
extending your time at UCF.
As many students approach
their graduation date, it's no ·
surprise to see a sort of panfcstricken look on their faces
when asked what they plan to
do after the big day. Some say
that they're going to take a stab
at grad school (probably a better idea than just prolonging a
bachelor's degree), others say
they're going to take a dive into
the job market, but there is still
that group, however big or
small, that simply cannot
answer the question with any
certainty.
So don't answer it. Just stay.
With unemployment at 10year highs, and even minimumwage jobs being few ap.d far
between, we think it may be
more beneficial for some students to just stay in school.
What's the harm, right? Stay
put, pick up another major, hash
out a few more classes and
graduate a few semesters late
when entering the job market
may not b e an uphill battle.
By staying in school during
all this m ess, not only will you
be avoiding the anxiety and
helplessness that comes along
with being an unemployed col-

lege grad, but you'll be furthering your education, leaving you
smarter and more prepared
when you actually do take the
plunge into the "real world."
Just think, when you leave
school, you'll have more credit
hours and less temporary jobs
to showcase your talents against
those who simply graduated
and tried to make ends meet
until the times got better.
However, there is one big
drawback to this seemingly easy
solution - College is expensive. Many students simply cannot attend without some kind of
financial assistance. If mommy
and daddy are going broke,
some of us may find ourselves
in a pinch. So where do we go
from there? A low-interest student loan? Good luck. With
people losing their houses, what
makes us think that lenders are
going to continue writing
checks to college students without some major collateral and a
guarantee of repayment?
We're a sort of long term
investment for the banks and
they need money short term to
avoid a full collapse. They know
they aren't going to get that
money back right away, and
with the way things are going
now, it may get even harder to
get those necessary loans.
Still, there may be some
hope. The poorer we get, the
better we look on the Free
Application for Federal Student
Aid. Let's just hope the next
presidential administration,
whoever it is, expands the
budget for college grants and
scholarships.
As time passes and stocks
continue to plunge on Wall
Street, we can't help but suggest
that staying right here is the
best tip to offer worried college
seniors. Our advice is to keep

...
/1

,_

going, at least until the money
pot runs dry and the loans are
all but impossible to acquire.
Forget graduation for now.
Sure, you may be a super senior
already, but in the end you may
be the smarter senior. Why not
stay here at UCF, enjoy free
events and services like Homecoming and Late Knights, and
relish in the fact that you, the
college .student, need not worry.
Continue that part-time job
you have at Moe's or Pizza Hut
and add on. another degree.
Take on that extra business
major. Apply to the Advertising/Public Relations program.
As long as you pace yourself,
the world is your oyster, and
the more education you get, the
more options you'll have when
you finally graduate. So stay,
move back into that college
apartment and do the Knight
thing. The epithet "U Can't Finish" doesn't necessarily have to
be a bad thing.
A graduate degree is also
becoming more and more enticing to many students. It's just
one option that would allow
you to stay in college while continuing your education.
The UCF Graduate Studies
program has become increasingly active in recruiting students who are scheduled to
graduate this year. Through
advertising campaigns, e-mail
blasts and workshops, the program has come to the realization that in such a competitive
job market, graduate degrees .
are all but a necessity to get that
elusive dream job.
Stay a few more semesters, if
not a few more years and get a
leg up on the rest of the world
in terms of educational and professional experience. Take our
word for it, the extra time will
be well worth it in the long run.
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Where in.America
is this Joe Six~pack?

,,

- hold is asleep. Maybe he's a
Who is Joe Six-pack? It's a
really good father who likes to
question I've been mulling
over ever since the term
build bottle rockets with his
kids on the weekends. Maybe
came up in the recent vice
he's a recovering alcoholic, or
presidential debate. It's pretty
maybe he's struggling to supclear what image the phrase
port his widowed mother as
is supposed to conjure up in
she slowly sinks into the
the American psyche: He's
dementia of old age. The _
the average Joe, the hardworking member of the midpoint is that the Joe and Jane
dle class who kicks back after SUSAN HOLCOMB Six-packs who compose the
University of Maryland
American middle class are a
a long day of work with a
diverse group of people with
beer. But although this image
is familiar to all of us, I doubt most
a wide variety of political concerns.
I worry that in modem politicians'
people identify themselves in such
efforts to unite average Americans
generic terms as "Joe Six-pack." What,
under terms such as "Joe Six-pack,"
then, is the psychology behind
they risk labeling a large swath of our
addressing a nation of average Joes
citizenry as mediocre. This prospect is
rather than a nation of unique individespecially disturbing considering the
uals?
-current state of the American image
Folksy appeal has long been an
overseas. Whether it's among our
important element of American poliallegedly more cosmopolitan European
tics. We've elected frontier tough guys
cousins or those in the Middle East
like Andrew "Old Hickory" Jackson
who find American culture distasteful,
and log-splitting self-made men like
we are often considered an egomaniaAbe Lincoln. We've appreciated the
folksiness of Harry Truman's "the buck cal, trigger-happy, intolerant and antiintellectual people. The stereotype of
stops here" and the appeal to .the common man in John Edwards' "two Amer- American mediocrity even prevails
icas." The populism that arose in this
here at home.
Perhaps we need to seriously concountry in the late 19th century has
had political reverberations ever since, front the roots of this stereotype. Are
we really.a nation of Joe Six-packs
producing political figures as distinct
bent on the exultation of mediocrity?
as Ross Perot and Ralph Nader.
Or have we allowed our politicians to
We expect our politicians to have
oversimplify our identities, thinking
some understanding of the common
man, some desire to transcend that
this oversimplification is a necessary
expense to pay in exchange for
concept that both our major political
parties have a history of berating: elitupholding some democratic ideal of
commonality? Can we find a way to
ism. But where should we draw the
line between understanding the probspeak to those common elements that
the majority of the American public
lems of the average American and
over-generalizing these average Joes
share without reducing those Americans to an undifferentiated, unthinking
into a category of amorphous, Budmass?
weiser-guzzling football fans? Is the
I don't know. But I do know that I'd
implication that just because someone
works a regular 9-to-5 job, he or she
be a little offended if anyone were to
must have no hobbies or interests that
introduce me as "Susan Holcomb, just
a regular Jane Six-pack kind of gal."
extend beyond beer-drinking?
The Joe Six-packs of this country
Maybe Joe Six-pack is a computer
are more than that, and if at all possiwhiz whom all his friends and colble, I'd like our political leaders to
leagues tum to when their Internet
breaks down. Maybe he's an insomniac address us with some sense of dignity.
who reads oversized volumes on mili- UWIRE
tary history while the rest of his house-
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MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD - AROUND

CAMPUS

''How well does SGA
represent UCF students?"

KELLY SCHRIEFER

JENNAZWALD

WILLIS CHICO

Health Service Administration, Senior

Interpersonal Communications, Senior

Stage Management, Senior

"I only know what they do around
elections ... ,then they disappear.".

"From freshman to senior year,
nothing's really changed."

•

"I know they exist, but Idon't really know what they do."

!

ZACALFSON

LEAH SAUNDERS

TYLER STORTS

Stage Management, Senior

Advertisin~Public Relations, Senior

Accounting, Senior

"I don't feel like they represent me
very well. I like the events.they
put on, but Idon't think they make
a lot of changes that affect me."

'Tm not'on campus much because
I'menrolled in on line classes, but I
really don't pay much attention to
be honest."

"The services that they offer are
good, but they could be more in
touch with the student body."
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

l•~www.~s!!!!!!!en!!!!!!tra!!!!!!!/F/!!!!!!!ori!!!!!!!daFi!!!!!!ut!!!!!!ure!!!!!!.co!!!!!!!m~·M~o!!!!!!!nd!!!!!!!ay,!!!!!!!O!!!!!!ct.~~~~~-~._J

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

.Rm

Rm
100
125
150
17S

Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:Part-Tane
Hf!ll>Wanted:FuB-Tme

Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Hames

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3 .0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

SALES REP NEEDED!

.,

Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
· Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working , reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com

WE NEED A DJ!
Can you play music and entertain a
crowd? We have an event on UCF
campus and we need a DJ to
entertain! Traffic of over 2000
students and 40 vendors! Great
Exposure for new talent! Own
equipment required. November 18th
Memory Mall 1 0am-2pm,
Contact/Send references to:
ryanm@knightnewspapers.com or
trishai@knightnewspapers.com I

.

Technical Trainer Positions
- Participate in and conduct highquality technical training programs in
Storage Area Networks.
- Lecture and Hands-on Labs
- Requires a bachelors degree in
related area
FD, Inc
- Orlando, FL
- Providing customer based training for
Data Storage Companies
- Potential Income : $50,000-$75,000
EMAIL: michalski_david08@hotmail.com

Advantage Personnel is looking to fill
Full & Part nme positions in Customer
Service for more info.
Call 1 -888-315-9403

Bartenders Needed Now
PT/FT No experience necessary.
321-274-1101
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency
Selling Something? With our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds

It

Autism Teacher/Play Therapist
Needed
PT,Flexlble Hours, Teaching our 4
year old special needs child iri our
home. WIii train, Good Pay. Call
Debbie at 513-313-7779 or 407-365.
5857.

ATTENTION
TEACHERS•STUDENTS•LEADERS

Healthcare opportunity, Need person
to assist disabled man, Good Pay,
Near UCF, Call John@ 407-678-1729.

400 Services

8

500 Announcements

ii
A

8

600
700
800
900

8
8
8
B

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
.placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

A
A
8

Traver
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

Accudata Market Research
is currently looking for people
with diabetes to provide
feedback on the usability of the
new,investigational insulin
delivery device by simulating
using it. No needle sticking on
your body will be involved.
To be eligible for
the study you need to:
• Have Type 1 or 2diabetes
• Inject mealtime insulin at least 2x a day
• Inject basal insulin at least 1x a day
; Not be employed in the medical field or research

6
3

7

3000 sq ft home. $550/mo util incl.
Internet, every cable channel, gym, 3
car garage.Call Fred 850-291-3183

s9

4 suldolku
© Puzzles by Pappocom

7 9
9

8

1
4 8

7 3

8 9
6

Room for rent in Avalon Park

8

3

2
8 4

5

9

1 3

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats. ·

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

6

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Marina skyline
6 9-digit ID o rg.
9 News bits
14 Throw a scene
15 Corn serving
16 Sea-going
17 T anklike African
animal
18 Shade tree
19 Occupation
20 Woo with a song
22 Ribbed
23 Director van Sant
24 Daily run
25 Wired, in a way
29 Like some
blades
34 Operator
35 Opening move
37 Of the moon
39 Each and every
one
40 Clear thinking
41 Wedding-party
member
44 Narrowest
stretch
45 Public addresses
46 npsoff
48 _ Alamos, NM
49 Angelina Jolie
mo\lie
50 Scared
54 "The Usual
59 Get trained
60 Matched outfit
61 Lower oneself
62 Physicist Curie
63 Mare's morsel
64 Input, as data
65 D istricts
66 Barnyard
structure
67 Impudent

Close to UCF
$500. All util. incl. (cable, 15mbps,
maid service) 2000 sq ft house. Walk
in closets. Month-month contract. 5
min. to UCF..Contact 407-765-7674 or
CJE711@yahoo.com

Large room for rent.
$550. All util. incl. (cable, 15mbps,
maid service) 2700 sq ft house.
15x12rm. Month-month contract. 10
min . to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 or
CJE711@yahoo.com

1 room w/private bath in a 4/3
townhouse. $525/mo. incl.Utilities,
cable/internet, W/D. Lease take overwill pay fees.UCF area. Call Obie 954548·6444

Guest Speaker: Grayson Marshall

The Lofts-SL room for Nov.ASAP in
4/4-Female $609/month inc all utl. Call
Mandy 561-951-0421

Reserve Your Seat Today!
Call Cliff Whitt: (407)760-8967

5 1

4
2 5

2 Bedrooms Available in a 3/2 House
7 Mint from UCF(Dean Rd & Curry
ford)
·
Bed.Utilities and Internet included.
Shared Bathrooms $500 Month...
Call Jonas 407-466-4033
AVALON PARK, 1 room w/private bath
in a 4/3 house. $500/month all utilities
included. Large common areas close
to UCF and Waterford Lakes area. Call
Alex 843-298-2074

Monday, October 13th 7:00PM,
Courtyard Marriot-Orlando
(East/UCF), 12000 Collegiate Way,
Prlando, fl- 32817.

DOWN
1 Bradbury setting
2 Belly or heart

follower
3 Move,
emotionally
4 Use a diapason
5 Mooch
6 Tournament
rankings
7 Store lure
8 Pitcher's pride
9 Necessary

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to Join.
CIiek on Surveys._

10/13/08

@ 2008 Tribune Madia Services. Inc.

AU rights rv,served.

1O Skater Lipinski
11 Tanguay and
Gabor
12 Fabricated
13 Husky pull
21 German
automaker
22 Singer Amos
24 "Romeo Must
Die" star
25 Future tulips
26 Overthrow
27 Bottle resident?
28 Test score
29 •_ Marner"
30 Obse1Ye Yorn
Kippur
31 Woods' name
32 Boot out
33 Sets of cards
36 Identifies
38 Lies back
42 Like horse's
hooves
43 Lecture platform
47 Backslides
49 Full of intestinal
fortitude
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Last issue solved
50 _mater
51 "Cape _"
52 Once in a blue .
moon
53 la Scala
highlight
54 Chair

55 S icilian

volcano
56 Collapsible
beds
57 Sock parts
58 Jaunty
60 Distress letters

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds

Come see our Web Show " I Mandy''
www.FreeWebs.com/lMandy2
Audtion to be in showsl Send an Email
to Kayla@Club556@hotmail.com

Ninety-Eight Touring Sedan. New
Sony CD player recently installed .
Only 85k miles. $750 OBO. Call Tej
at 407-914-6586 or email
tej220@gmail.com

The study will consist of 3 visits which will last a total of about 3.5 hours

1 bdrm apt. for rent with male
roommate. Pegasus Pointe, must be
student. $575/mo. incl. .all util. & cable.
Lease take over- will pay fees.
Hank or Stephanie Hays 727-415-6541

AND YOU WILL BE PAID $350.
If you have diabetes, or know someone who does that
may be interested, please contact: Abby at 407-282-3770.

Waterford Landings! 5 min.from UCF
Luxury Condo, 2br/2ba, pool, available
immediate ly. $900 full or
$450/roommate. Call (407) 247-6423

TAKEYOUR

$450/mo plus utilities. Clean & quiet
roommate wanted, shared bathroom,
beautiful house next to UCF owned by
UCF student. 2nd month 1/2 off rent

Please Join Us For This FREE
Informal Event Including Tasting
And A Brief Presentation Of The
Worldwide Growing MonaVle
Opportunity!

Looking for extra cash? Find it in here!
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view all
ads at www.UCFnews.com/classified
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First issue:
Each addl issue:
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OPEN!
U.S.Community Publishing, a division
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking
digital sales specialists with strong
sales skills to be responsible for the
sales of digital based advertising
·solutions in a self-directed environment
in Brevard County (Melbourne), FL.
Great opportunity including guaranteed
base of 36K and generous bonus
opportunity. Relocatio"n is not offered
for these positions.
The digital sales positions will have a
revenue target that builds each month
· and offers a percentage of what is
generated. Primary responsibilities will
be to-focus on prospecting new
customers by making in-person calls to
local businesses and selling online
advertising packages. Must be
comfortable in sales presentatipns and
setting pricing and contractual
arrangements. The successful
candidate will also be expected to grow
revenue of existing accounts by
integrating digital media solutions into
the client's advertising mix. Candidate
will be expected to research and
understand advertising and digital
media industry trends to best assist
clients in achieving their advertising
objectives.
Requirements
· Sales experience and high achievers
in selling Internet advertising and/or in
the rnedia industry are most desired.
· Strong creative conceptualization
capabilities and interpersonal and
organizational skills.
· Demonstrated strong project
management experience.
Proven ability to manage multiple
projects in a dynamic environment.
· Ability to work well with metrics,
numbers and trends.
Strong oral, writing and editing skills
with high attention to detail.
Qualified candidates should send
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
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DIGITAL SALES POSITION
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325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets

ffiffl HELP WANTED:
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

~
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talent
TO THE BANK.
Retail banking is growing and is mo.re exciting than ever.
We're thrilled to be part of this energetic industry, and need
enthusiastic individuals to join us. The innovative National
City Retail Development Program offers hands-on
training that will equip you to become a leader in consumer
banking at one of the nation's top financial holding
companies. This 24-month program provides training and
development in:

Selling Something? W ith our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/c lassifieds

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough
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JEarn up to ~

~) $230/110 (
~-

• Sales and Service
• Management
Stop by and see us when we visit your campus:
University of Central Florida
·October 16, 2008
On-Campus Interviews

...

.. Apply online at NationalCity.com/Undergrad

..
•

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals
NationalCity.com I@ National City Corporation®
National City Corporation subsidiaries and member banks are Equal
Opportunity Employers. National City requires candidates to submit to
pre-employment drug screening.

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 ~pecial-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation .
Y..' Vv'W.dciplasma. com
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

INSPIRING OOHS,. AHHS AND WOWS FOR

CLINIQUE BONUS:
7-PIECE \\wow FACTOR!"
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PACKED WITH CLINIQUE'S GREAT HITS...
Yours free with any Clinique purchase of 21.50 or more. Hurry in for the best of Clinique colour and care all
tucked into a chic cosmetics bag, plus pick a matching·companion bag from a choice of three. Your Bonus
includes: Cosmetics Bag, Clarifying Lotion 2, Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion, Different Lipstick in A
Different Grape, High Impact Mascara in Black and an exclusive Clinique Eye and Cheek Palette.

CHOOSE
YOUR
COMPANION

ti

BAG

CLINIQUE ACNE SOLUTIONS
One pimple is one too many. So get clear skin, fast.
Use Clinique's Acne Solutions™ Clear Skin System of
cleanse, exfoliate, moisturize twice a day, every day.
Clogged pores open and targeted ingredients rush in
to accelerate treatment. The Acne Solutions Clear
Skin System Starter Kit is yours for only 32.50. Shown:
Acne Solutions Cleansing Foam, 4.2 fl. oz., 17.50;
Acne Solutions Clarifying Lotion, 6.7 fl. oz., 13.50 and
Acne Solutions Clearing. Moisturizer, 1.7 fl. oz., $16.
/

Clinique. Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.
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the magic of
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macys.com

•
ALL STORE HOURS ARE AVAILABLE ON MACYS.COM
TO ORDER CALL 1-80045-MACYS EVERY DAY 9 AM - 1o PM

Use your Macy's Card. Shipping and handling are extra; ask your operator for details. Applicable sales tax will be collected on all orders sent to states where we have a legal
obligations to collect sales tax. Sorry, no cash, check or money orders; no CODs or P.O. Box delivery. This advertisement applies to Macy's stores in Florida. Prices and
merchandise may differ on macys.com. Advertised items may not be available at your local Macy's and selections may vary. We are not responsible for typographical errors.
Also shop macys.com.
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star REWARDS

get 15% off

Now's your chance! Save 15% on cosmetics, fragrances and
other Macy's purchases for two days when you open a
Macy's Account. Exclusions apply. Subject to credit approval.
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